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Abstract 

This PhD research targets to provide a new method that combined a useful presen-

tation technology (APS) with an effective communication platform (Cloud-based 

VR), as a broader participation platform to create a common virtual scene for im-

proving users’ urban design concepts understanding in consensus process. We 

attempted to build a Cloud-based VR platform to proposing urban design concepts, 

and created APS for auxiliary guiding users to understand the design concepts, so 

that they can evaluating and deliberating design concepts through the Internet. 

The research starts from VR presentation using 3D laser scanning technology for 

historic building mapping and modeling, as a new method to obtain data source for 

APS. We took Shang Shu Di, a Ming Dynasty building which is an officially protect-

ed heritage site of China as a case study, and compared the mapping results of 

detailed components with the traditional method. Aimed at the technical problems of 

the huge amount of data generated in the application process and the software defects 

of Cyclone, we presented two solutions which are “reasonable data collection and 

processing” and “construction of historic building components database”.  

Then, we seek to find a solution for the problem of how to improve users’ urban 

design concepts understanding through available communication media and useful 

presentation technology (VR integrated APS). This research recruited 60 participants 

to view the script video (the running result of APS) or/and freely navigate in the 

virtual environment of Tatsumi region in Tokyo Bay Zone of Japan. By analyzing the 

data of subjective feedbacks, the research examined how APS affect participants’ 

cognition and evaluation of Sustainable Taches and Reactivate Space (STARS, the 

design concepts). Moreover, qualitative interview was developed to further under-

stand participants’ design concepts understanding, and validated whether VR 

integrated APS can improve users’ urban design concepts understanding. 

After that, in order to provide a broader participation way for users to understand 

design concepts, this PhD research applied the Cloud-based VR platform in a design 

report meeting of One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park project. We built a Cloud-

based VR platform to proposing design concepts, and created APS for auxiliary 

guiding users to understand the concepts of urban design and deliberate the design 

alternatives through the Internet.  
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Chapter 1  : Introduction 

This Chapter will set the stage for the remainder parts of this dissertation. First, I 

will describe how I arrived at this research topic from the dilemma in understanding 

urban design concepts and the technical efforts. Second, I will outline the objectives 

of this dissertation. Third, I will review previous research on the importance of urban 

design concepts and communication medias from the perspective of urban planning 

and design. Finally, I will introduce the method of this PhD research, and close with a 

brief preview of the chapters of this dissertation. 

1.1 Research Background 

Urban design concepts are designed to serve as the design visions for what the 

city might become in the future, they provide the overall objectives of urban design 

and the solutions in dealing with urban issues (such as spatial organization, transpor-

tation, built environment), as well as lead the way for design decisions (Roberts and 

Greed, 2014).  However, it is difficult for users to understand urban design concepts 

or even misunderstanding, due to a lack of user interaction and clear information 

exchange between users and designers during the top-down planning process 

(McTague & Jakubowski, 2013). The findings echo the recent experiences in Western 

countries that emphasize the needs of interaction, negotiation and available 

communication media in the urban planning and design process (Luo, X.L. et al., 

2008; Liu, L. A. et al., 2012). 

On the other hand, computer advances in recent decades have contributed to the 

emergence of graphic and multimedia technologies, and their outcomes as an availa-

ble communication media which make massive changes to the way we experience, as 

well as to the sustainable development process, and to the way professionals collabo-

rate and involve the public (Jutraz, A. & Zupancic, T., 2015). For instance, 2D plans 

(mainly including sketch, map, CAD, GIS) and multimedia (mainly including text 

message, sound, video, and animation) always been used for designers to express 

urban design concepts and exchange information with their users. However, it is 

commonly acknowledged that only users with professional skills can clearly under-

stand 2D plans. Multimedia, such as video, can help users understand urban design 
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concepts easily, but fixed route often restricts their vision when they want to further 

evaluate the design concepts.  

3D visualizations attempt to improve the above disadvantages. VR is one of the 

innovations that can provide a virtual environment for user interaction, while 3D 

modeling seems to bear the brunt of this innovation. 3D modeling used to be consid-

ered as an effective method to express urban design concepts (WG II, 2004).  

However, traditional 3D modeling is time-consuming, as manual data collecting and 

mapping are required for each component as well as for the whole scene, and there 

were measured omissions and mistakes which affect users’ cognition and evaluation 

of the design concepts (Chen & Truc, 2008).  Moreover, it is difficult for users to 

clearly understand the design concepts even though they can interact with the virtual 

environment without any auxiliary guidance. Furthermore, face-to-face discussion 

(fixed schedule and venue) usually is required for users to discuss urban design 

concepts with their designers. 

As the Internet is becoming popular, VR similarly integrate with Web technology 

is regarded as good ways to replace face-to-face discussion that allow wide participate 

to design concepts discussion. For example, Virtual Reality Modeling Language 

(VRML) often been used as an online visualization tool to create a sharing virtual 

environment for conveying design concepts and decision making through the Internet 

(Shen, Z., & Kawakami, M., 2010). However, the inefficient programming interface 

always discourages these designers without computer programming skills; and most 

online VR platforms have the limitations of data compression and network bandwidth 

in currently that the Clients (users’ computers) need to download the virtual environ-

ment and models from the Sever. 

As mentioned above, these have consequently increased the needs of data collec-

tion and available communication media as well as broader participation ways for 

improving users’ urban design concepts understanding. Automatic presentation script 

(APS) is a presentation technology which can combine different kinds of communica-

tion medias (including 2D plans, multimedia and 3D visualization) to express urban 

design concepts more clearly; and cloud-based virtual reality (Cloud-based VR) 

platform can provide synchronous transmission and interactive services for large 

amounts of data, such as video, 3D model and virtual scene. The integration of Cloud-

based VR with APS will shed light on the future use as an efficient method that users 

can better understand urban design concepts as well as evaluate design concepts, 
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especially in today's increasingly prominent social contradictions and highly competi-

tive world. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

Based on the problems above, this dissertation has some objectives to give the 

solution, there are: 

1. Propose a new method to obtain 3D data for mapping and modeling as a data 

source for APS, and verify the advantage of 3D laser scanning technology in 

data collection. 

2. Improve users’ understanding of urban design concepts through using VR in-

tegrated APS, and examine it effect on users’ cognition and evaluation of 

urban design concepts.  

3. Provide a broader participation way for users to understand urban design con-

cepts in consensus process through using Cloud-based VR integrated APS.  

1.3 Literature Review 

1.3.1 The Importance of Urban Design Concepts 

Urban design concept which is outlines design ideas for the future development 

of key areas in a city (Wallace Roberts & Todd, 1991). It is not intended to be a 

complete, nor a static image of an ideal “future” for the city. Rather, it is an attempt to 

visualize certain aspects of future development that are considered essential to the 

continued success and improvement of the urban environment.  

As noted by Moughtin (2003), an urban design concept strongly associated with 

sustainable development is the idea of mixed land use. Generating design ideas for 

solving problems of urban structure is fundamental to urban design, and generating 

concepts is an act of the imagination.  Design concepts are the basic of the creative 

process; without them the process of urban design degenerates into a sterile activity 

(Cuesta, R., et al., 2012).  

Consequently, urban design concepts play an important role in the process of ur-

ban planning and design (Kua, 2012; Sundaram, 2013; Minatani, 2010), and the 

innovation of design concept conjunction with technology will provide new direction 

for dealing with design issues. For instance, Chen and Zhu (2012) emphases innova-

tion of design concept and technology, they carries out beneficial attempts on 
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harmony with the environment, view effect of the appearance, optimized structure, 

systematizes, economical efficiency, etc., and acquired good effect. Their design 

concept and technical measures provide lesson and reference for the future bridge 

design of passenger dedicated line. 

A clear understanding of what the design concepts means are important for users. 

Because of any theoretical or empirical work in which design is a construct, a clear 

definition will help ensure construct validity. Furthermore, a clear understanding of 

the meaning of design concepts will facilitate developing measures of design-related 

constructs, such as design project success (Ralph and Wand, 2009). 

1.3.2 Communication Medias in Urban Planning and Design 

In the process of urban planning and design, one of the challenges for planners or 

designers is to communicate with their users, and convey the design concepts to them 

(Ding S. N., 2008). Thus, communication media plays an important role due to it will 

directly determine the users’ understanding level for the urban design concepts. Even 

with the broad variety of communication media available today (e.g. sketches, CAD, 

GIS, videos, 3D models, point clouds, VR, express meaningful visual information 

through using different types of communication media usually be neglected that effect 

on the communication process (Hasebrink and Domeyer, 2012). 

Typically, planning supports always use 2D plans (such as Sketch, CAD, GIS) to 

present design concepts and communicate ideas (Kibria, M. S., 2008). However, users 

usually have trouble to understand CAD and GIS document files which can lead to 

discontentment with the end result, and technical training, and specialized software 

are usually a prerequisite to interpret those (Joseph R. and Perera U., 2013; Wu et al., 

2010). Sketches are often favored by designers as a method to present initial design 

concepts in a more fluid style for communication, on the other hand, comparatively 

little is known about the pact on viewers of designers’ design concepts (Bates-Brkljac 

N. et al., 2009). 

Additionally, some 3D modeling tools such as 3DS Max, SketchUp, Maya allow 

designs to create accurate and reality models which are the representations of an 

urban environment with a three-dimensional geometry of common urban objects and 

structures, with buildings as the most prominent feature. However, the outcomes of 

manual data collecting and mapping also will affect users’ understanding level as 

mentioned in the previous section; and the way to experience the city in these models 
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is usually restricted to a “bird’s eye view” which makes the assessment of implica-

tions of new developments at a human scale almost impossible; and currently, many 

modeling software are not flexible tools to demonstrate the effects of new develop-

ments in the urban fabric (Horne, M. et al., 2007; Biljecki, F. et al., 2015). 

What is more, the combination of multimedia and multimodal facilities such as 

text, graph and image and the Internet can be employed to express urban design 

concepts that likely to evoke users’ cognitions and reaction (Brockmeier, 2010; 

Felasari and Peng, 2012). Such approaches can construct regional “stories” of possi-

ble futures, informed by collated historical narratives, so as to better forecast 

evolutionary effects on an urban environment (Foth, M. et al., 2007; Banai, R., 2010).  

However, viewed and fixed route, which restricts percept of the environment and thus 

to an extent predetermines feedback. As in serial vision, the field of vision is too 

narrow to truly represent and capture what human eyes can see (Carmona M. et al., 

2003). 

Over and above, new forms of communication media emerged in recent years. 

For example, Google Maps and Google Earth can be used by professional users and 

lay persons without intense training (Phan and Choo, 2010); and VR also is recog-

nized as an effective communication media that provide opportunities to advance 

communication among different users, to convey urban design concepts, and to 

reduce the time in consensus process significantly (Abdelhameed, W., 2012; Yang, X. 

et al., 2015). However, convey a clear design concepts to users is impossible simply 

by using VR; many methods of presenting virtual environments can be prohibitively 

expensive or require specialist equipment and programming (Conniff A. et al., 2010), 

as well as the integration of additional objects representing vegetation and street 

regions (Haala N. et al., 2005). Moreover, even the users can freely navigation (means 

interaction) in the virtual environment; it is difficult for them to clearly understand the 

designer’s intentions without any auxiliary guidance (Zhang, et al., 2015). 

In consequence, there is a need for techniques which can combine the advantages 

of different types of communication medias to assist in systematic express urban 

design concepts more clearly, and guide users purposefully walkthrough in the virtual 

environment to further understand urban design concepts. 
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1.4 Research Method and Thesis Structure 

To address the deficiencies above, this PhD research presents a new way that 

combined a useful presentation technology (APS) with an effective communication 

platform (Cloud-based VR), as a broader participation platform to create a common 

virtual scene for improving users’ urban design concepts understanding level. 

Through this platform, users can be able to communicate more effectively about the 

issues in reaching a consensus in urban design concepts in consensus process. 

The research starts from the VR presentation using 3D laser scanning technology 

for historic buildings mapping and modeling, as a new method to obtain data source 

for APS. In this research, we will take Shang Shu Di, a Ming Dynasty building which 

is an officially protected heritage site of China as a case study, and compare the 

mapping results of detailed components with the traditional method. Aimed at the 

technical problems of the huge amount of data generated in the application process 

and the software defects of Cyclone, we will attempt to present solutions.  

Then, we seek to find a solution for the problem of how to improve users’ urban 

design concepts understanding through available communication media and useful 

presentation technology (VR integrated APS ). This research recruited 60 participants 

(half of the participants who have the professional background of Architecture, Urban 

Planning, or Landscape Architecture) to view the script video (the running result of 

APS) or/and freely navigate in the virtual environment of Tatsumi region in Tokyo 

Bay Zone of Japan. By analyzing the data of subjective feedbacks, the research will 

examine how APS affect participants’ cognition and evaluation of Sustainable Taches 

and Reactivate Space (STARS, the design concepts). Moreover, qualitative interview 

is developed to further understand participants’ design concepts understanding, and 

validate whether VR integrated APS can improve users’ urban design concepts 

understanding. 

After that, in order to provide a broader participation way for users to understand 

design concepts, this PhD research applied the Cloud-based VR platform in a design 

report meeting of One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park project. We built a Cloud-

based VR platform to proposing design concepts, and create APS for auxiliary 

guiding users to understand the concepts of urban design and deliberate the design 

alternatives through the Internet. 
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The whole research is organized into 5 Chapters. We started from Chapter 1 for 

Introduction and following it we will introduce the importance of urban design 

concepts and communication medias from the perspective of urban planning and 

design; Chapter 2 about the VR presentation using 3D laser scanning technology for 

historic buildings mapping and modeling, as a new method to obtain data source for 

APS; Chapter 3 targeted on using VR integrated APS to improving urban design 

concepts understanding, we will take Tatsumi region in Tokyo Bay Zone of Japan as a 

case study; Chapter 4 about Cloud-based VR integrated APS for improving urban 

design concepts understanding in consensus process; Last, we make a conclusion on 

this PhD research in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2  : Virtual Reality Presentation 

Using 3D Laser Scanning Technology 

This Chapter aims to research on the VR presentation using 3D laser scanning 

technology in historic buildings mapping and modeling, as a new method to obtain  

data source for APS. We took Shang Shu Di, a Ming Dynasty building which is an 

officially protected heritage site of China in Taining County of Fujian Province, as a 

case study, and compared the mapping results of detailed components with the 

traditional method. Aimed at the technical problems of the huge amount of data 

generated in the application process and the software defects of Cyclone, we 

presented two solutions which are “reasonable data collection and processing” and 

“construction of historic building components database”. 

2.1 Introduction 

As stated by Kim (2004), any 3D visualization method typically involves three 

main construction steps: data collection, 3D modeling, and presentation. Moreover, 

reconstructing buildings and scenes in a realistic fashion is a popular topic in Virtual 

Reality (VR) projects, whereas in recent years the main focus of research concentrat-

ed on 3D reconstruction based on mapping and modeling (Abmayr, T. et al., 2004). 

Thus, data collection is necessary for building a replica of the physical object, such as 

topography, building heights and dimensions. 

The traditional tools for data collection of the historic buildings are ruler, tape 

measures, benchmarks and so on. However, interpretation of records is done by the 

human eyes and most of the measuring is of “a part taken from the whole”, that is, a 

small component is deduced from the whole is based on assumptions of similarity 

(Zang, C., 2006). Such data collection results in a considerable extent being 

dependent on personal experience and temporary judgment, which cannot accurately 

depict specific components, especially in shaped and complex components with 

detailed spatial characteristics. Hence, advanced data collection tools and 

technologies are needed that enablers for effective e-planning in the built and human 

environment (Arayici, Y. et al., 2005). 3D laser scanning technology is a fast, 

accurate, and cost-efficient method of gathering three-dimensional data for use in 
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mapping and 3D modeling (Pucci, B. et al., 2009). Compared with traditional data 

collection methods, laser scanning technology has particular superiority as follows 

(Cheng, X. J. and Jin, W., 2006): 

 is a sort of untouched measure system; 

 gains the 3D coordinates, reflecting intensity etc. on object surface; 

 rapidity of data acquisition, great quantity of data and high accuracy; 

 works in all kinds of environments; 

 extensive application. 

As a new technique for quickly getting three-dimensional information, 3D laser 

scanning technology has been widely used in many fields, including urban planning 

and design. For example, in order to refurbish and extend a conference center which 

only incomplete records of the original building existed to meet modern requirements, 

Saal, K. (2010) using 3D laser scanning  technology to capture the existing features of 

the old conference hall and its surroundings, then using the acquired data to 

architectural consultants for their designs and for virtual “tours”. Bloomberg, M. R. et 

al. (2012) also using 3D laser scanning technology to rapidly capture existing 

conditions of a building (interiors and exteriors) and natural environments (landscape), 

and incorporating it back into the BIM as existing conditions. 

Added to this, Huo, X. et al. (2013) described the process of applying of modern 

digital heritage recording and investigation technology (3D laser scanning technology) 

in the preservation of Wenming historical and cultural blocks in Kunming of China 

and argues that 3D laser scanning technology is capable of producing a complete and 

efficient workflow, as well as providing fundamental technical support for heritage 

preservation work. Armesto-González et al. (2010) presented a methodology to 

combine the technology of the terrestrial laser scanner with the techniques of digital 

image processing to study damage on stony materials that constitute historical 

buildings. 

Moreover, Lim, E. H. (2012) proposed an application that using scanning data for 

3D urban modeling, and solved some of the existing challenges in 3D urban modeling, 

such as time-consuming and large amount of data. Besides, Mahdjoubi et al. (2013) 

established the case and rationale for the adoption of BIM and laser scanning 

technologies in the real-estate services sector. 

Beyond that, Holopainen et al. (2013) used airborne (ALS), terrestrial (TLS) and 

mobile laser-scanning (MLS) methods in urban forest (trees) mapping and monitoring. 
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Jia-Chong et al. (2007) used 3D laser scanning and a global positioning system (GPS) 

to acquire landslide data and to compute earthwork volume. Over and above, in order 

to statistics on street-side car parks, e.g. occupancy rates, parked vehicle types, 

parking durations, and provide important urban street information for urban planning 

and policy making, Xiao, W. et al. (2016) designed a complete system for car park 

monitoring, including vehicle recognition, localization, classification and change 

detection, from the 3D laser scanning point clouds. The point clouds are firstly 

classified as ground, building façade, and street objects which are then segmented 

using state-of-the-art methods. Their research results shown that the vehicle 

recognition, classification and change detection accuracies are 95.9%, 86.0% and 

98.7%, respectively. 

In consequence, this research will take Shang Shu Di, a Ming Dynasty building 

which is an officially protected heritage site of China in Taining County of Fujian 

Province, as a case study, and study the application of  3D laser scanning technology 

in historic buildings mapping and modeling. Then validate the advantages of 3D laser 

scanning technology in data collection for mapping through a comparison with 

traditional methods in detailed components mapping. Finally, two solutions for the 

huge amount of data generated in the process of the application of 3D laser scanning 

technology will be studied and presented. 

2.2 Virtual Reality based on 3D Laser Scanning Technology 

3D modeling is the important contents in Virtual Reality (VR) presentation. So 

the accurate and realistic 3D models play a key role in the creation of immersion 

virtual scenes. In order to successfully achieve this virtual representation, the real 

world scenario and other significant objects must be realistically designed, with 

accurate geometry and detailed textures (Caracena, T. M. et al., 2014). However, it is 

a significant deficiency that the creation of 3D models currently based on image and 

traditional data collection methods, which result in time-consuming and inaccurate 

modeling task (LI, H. et al., 2007). The appearance of 3D laser scanner has the 

capable of improving the above deficiency. In  many fields, 3D laser scanners are 

widely used to acquire 3D point clouds of  physical objects in real world (Danhof, M. 

et al, 2015). 
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The 3D laser scanner targets physical objects to be scanned and the laser beam is 

directed over the object in a closely spaced grid of points. First, the scanner emits a 

laser beam to the surface of the physical object for each measuring point ),,( zyxP  , 

then the laser beam will reflect back to the scanner, and the 3D laser scanner will 

measure the flight time of laser beam, which is the time of the laser travel from the 

scanner to the physical object and back to the scanner. Since the speed of light is a 

constant ( smc /103 8 ), thus the scanner can calculate the distance S , which is 

from the surface of the physical object to the 3D laser scanner: 

Equation 2-1 S 

tcS 
2

1
 

Suppose   is the angle between the laser beam and the vertical direction, and   

is the angle between the laser beam and the horizontal direction, as illustrated in 

Figure 2-1. Thus, the 3D spatial coordinates of ),,( zyxP  are: 

Equation 2-2 x 

 sincos  Sx    

Equation 2-3 y 

 coscos  Sy    

Equation 2-4 z 

sin Sz    





 

Figure 2-1 3D spatial coordinates of measuring point ),,( zyxP  

As a result, the “point clouds” (or cloud of points), which consists of thousands 

of points in a 3D space that are a dimensionally accurate representation of the existing 
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object, is one of the data sources that can be used to show 3D representation of the 

physical objects, as well as for mapping and modeling (Arayici, Y., 2007; RUSU, R. 

B. et al., 2008). Figure 2-2, illustrates the flow chart of virtual reality presentation 

based on 3D laser scanning technology. 

 

Figure 2-2 The flow chart of virtual reality presentation based on 3D laser scanning technology 

3D modeling refers to the process of creating a 3D replica based on the mapping 

results, as supplemental to the traditional form of urban design representation (such as 

2D plans, sketches, CAD), 3D Modeling play an important role in Urban Planning 

and Design (Velazco, E., 2012). Buildings, landscapes (including plants and trees) 

and city facilities models are considered as the most important objects for the creation 

of virtual environments (Eran, S. et al., 2005). VR presentation step involves intui-

tively displaying 3D model and reconstruction results to the users. The user interface 

and the type of information delivered through the presentation can vary dramatically. 

The development of 3D laser scanning technology will enhance the virtual repre-

sentation capability of VR presentation and lay a good foundation. Thus, in the 

application of VR presentation based on 3D laser scanning technology has an ex-

tremely important significance. 

2.3 3D Laser Scanning Technology for Historic Building Mapping 

and Modeling 

In this Chapter, we used a 3D laser scanner “Scanstation C10” (It is a terrestrial 

laser scanner), which was produced by Leica Company, to collecting point clouds of 

Shang Shu Di (It is a historic preservation project for the local government). The 

scanner has many merits, such as high accuracy, works in all kinds of environments, 

is multidimensional, has easy operation and so on, so it has the strong superiority of 

being able to rapidly obtain 3D data for creating 3D models (Fan, Y. et al., 2012). The 

application of 3D laser scanning technology in historic building mapping and model-

ing is mainly composed of data collection outdoors and data processing indoors. 
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Figure 2-3, below, illustrates the flow chart of 3D laser scanning technology for 

historic building mapping and modeling. 

 

Figure 2-3 The flow chart of 3D laser scanning technology for historic building mapping and modeling 

2.3.1 Data Collection Outdoors 

Data collection outdoors mainly includes field investigation, setting of measuring 

sites, targets and scanning accuracy, and obtaining the point clouds. For most historic 

buildings, they have larger and more complex angles, so to avoid excluding sections 

due to an excess of point clouds, it is reasonable setting multiple measuring sites and 

measurement targets through multi-station, multi-directional scanning. 

Figure 2-4 illustrates 16 measuring sites and 8 measuring targets which have 

been set in the data collection outdoors. In order to have multiple stations scanning 

different coordinates of points within the cloud together into the same coordinate 

system, and to obtain the complete surface information of the object shape, a 

reasonable target arrangement is particularly important. The basic methods or 

principles are: Firstly, three targets, which are not in the same straight line, should be 

placed between every two stations. Secondly, the position of the measurement target 

should follow the principle of "Service for the next station", which means setting the 

target in a coordinated location where it can be scanned as much as possible by 

multiple scanners in order to reduce the number of targets and any resulting error of 

point clouds during multiple site splicing processing. Thirdly, setting up should avoid 

omitting set targets. 
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Scanning accuracy settings directly affect the final results of the data collection, 

thus for group buildings’ positioning measurement, or a single-building’s integral 

measurement, medium or low-resolution scanning is commonly used. However, for 

specific detail components of historic buildings, such as specific plaques, fonts or 

painting patterns, which require high or ultra-high resolution scanning. Adjustments 

for degrees of exposure must be made according to the environment and weather 

conditions. The degree of exposure needs to be increased when the point clouds 

occurs in a dark area, or decreased in a bright area. 

 

Figure 2-4 The measuring sites and measuring targets 

2.3.2 Data Processing Indoors 

Data processing indoors mainly includes splicing and noise eliminating for the 

point clouds selection and section, the creation of CAD drawing, 3D modeling, the 

generation of 3D space image, data storage and extraction for later use. Splicing 

primarily used the method of “group positioning system”, to position single-buildings 

and the detail components into the historic building’s settlement group, namely 

multiple stations’ point clouds, were spliced into the same coordinate system in order 

to obtain the target entity’s complete spatial data. Noise elimination is conducted to 

remove the invalid point clouds, reducing the overhead of computer data processing, 

and to improve the ability of computer data processing. The noises of this project is 
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relatively obvious, so it is easy to segment the point clouds through naked eye 

judgment, then delete directly by a human-computer method to eliminate the noises. 

Due to the impact of the scanning mode to obtain the point clouds, and the 

initialization of the instrument, the cloud model that has been acquired has no 

accurate coordinate axis. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the coordinates using 

Cyclone software first, to unify the point clouds, and to optimize the cloud model, 

then to put the cloud model into AutoCAD to slice the plane, vertical face and profile 

using the Cloudworx plug-in. Finally, the plane drawing, vertical face drawing and 

profile drawing is described according to the section feature and point clouds in 

AutoCAD. Figure 2-5, 2-6 and 2-7 illustrate the drawing of the section from the point 

clouds. 

 

Figure 2-5 The drawing of the entrance plane section from the point clouds 

 

Figure 2-6 The drawing of the entrance vertical face section from the point clouds 
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Figure 2-7 The drawing of the entrance profile section from the point clouds 

Figure 2-8, 2-9 and 2-10 illustrate the plane drawing, vertical face drawing and 

profile drawing of the entrance utilizing the hidden point clouds. 

 

Figure 2-8 The plane drawing of the entrance 

 

Figure 2-9 The vertical face drawing of the entrance 
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Figure 2-10 The profile drawing of the entrance 

There are two methods for 3D modeling: the first one is to fitting patches on the 

physical object’s true surface using their point clouds; the second one is to create a 3D 

replica based on the mapping results (CAD drawings). If the modeling of the big 

surfaces made from small patches, because of the fitting problems some error can 

arise. The patches have to be edited by manual to solve this problem, and the 3D 

editing possibility of software makes that easier (Demir, N., 2004). In addition, many 

potential users used CAD drawings to realize 3D modeling because it can create an 

accurate 3D replica (Gaidyte, R. 2010). In order to create accurate and realistic 3D 

models, we choose the later one for 3D modeling using the mapping results via 

SketchUp software, and the modeling result can be used as a data source for APS. 

Figure 2-11 illustrates the 3D modeling of one historic building in Shang Shu Di 

project. 
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Figure 2-11 3D modeling of historic building (one building in Shang Shu Di project) 

The collected data (point clouds with digital images) can also be used in Virtual 

Reality (VR) presentation, we  constructed a 3D space image to show the mapping 

results and realistic virtual scenes. This was enabled by fitting the point clouds with 

the digital images captured from the built-in camera, and setting the navigation path. 

Figure 2-12 illustrates the 3D space image of Shang Shu Di. 

 

Figure 2-12 3D space image of Shang Shu Di 
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2.4 Comparison of 3D Laser Scanning Technology with Traditional 

Method in Detailed Components Mapping 

The detailed components of historic buildings and their decoration are important 

contents in mapping and modeling. The traditional method is to orthographically 

shoot the various parts of the components and decorations of historic buildings, and to 

record their sizes by manually mapping them. Surveyors are required to climb 

scaffolding, prostrate or squat, and there are measured omissions, mistakes and other 

issues to be taken into consideration. The application of 3D laser scanning technology 

can overcome these disadvantages of the traditional method. 

To begin with, focus can be placed on the detailed components that need to be 

mapped, using an appropriate resolution to scan and collect data. In order to decrease 

the volume of the point clouds, it is necessary to adjust the vision angle according to 

the physical objects which need mapping, then to use a “partial selection method” to 

extract the desired point clouds accurately. Figure 2-13 illustrates the extracted point 

clouds of the Dougong beams above the Gold Pillar. 

 

Figure 2-13 Extracted point clouds of the Dougong beams above Gold Pillar 

Secondly, the point clouds are unified to reduce their density, then imported into 

AutoCAD to slice their profile using the Cloudworx plug-in, the profile drawing is 

then described according to the section feature and point clouds in AutoCAD. Figure 

2-14 illustrates the drawing of the Dougong beams above the Gold Pillar using the 

point clouds. 
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Figure 2-14 The drawing of the Dougong beams above the Gold Pillar using the point clouds 

Finally, the hidden point clouds were used to obtain the profile drawing of the 

Dougong beams above the Gold Pillar, as Figure 2-15 illustrates. The accuracy of the 

mapping drawing has improved significantly compared with the original manual 

mapping drawing. Figure 2-16 and Table 2-1 illustrate the mapping results of the 3D 

laser scanning technology compared with the traditional method. 

 

Figure 2-15 The profile drawing of the Dougong beams above the Gold Pillar 
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Figure 2-16 Comparison of mapping results of 3D laser scanning technology and traditional method in detailed 
components 

 

 

Table 2-17  Comparison results of the two methods corresponding to Figure 2-16 

Key points. Traditional 
mapping method 

3D laser scanning 
technology 

The comparison results  
(The problems of the 
traditional method) 

①The diameters 
of the Gold Pillar 

The same 
diameters from top 
to bottom, 406mm

Small top and big 
bottom, the diameter is 
471mm at 300mm, and 
406mm at 2400mm 
from the bottom. 

The traditional method 
often misunderstands 
the diameter of the Gold 
Pillar. So there are 
measurement omis-
sions. 

②The high-
aspect ratio of 
intermediate 
Dougong. 

Width is 70mm 
and height is 
219mm. So the 
ratio is 3.13. 

Width is 100mm and 
height is 289mm. So 
the ratio is 2.89. 

The ratio of the 
traditional method is 
higher than the 3D laser 
scanning technology, so 
there is a measurement 
error. 

③Tablet Square Absent Present There are measurement 
mistakes or omissions. 

④Trunk Gong 150mm 173mm There is a measurement 
error. 

⑤Er Pi Gong 264 mm 274 mm There is a measurement 
error. 

⑥Hua Ya Zi 328 mm 340 mm There is a measurement 
error. 
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2.5 Solutions for the Huge Amount of Data 

Due to the sizes of historic buildings, the complexity of detailed components, 

the number of sites and the accuracy of scanning, a huge amount of data will be 

generated during the process of application of 3D laser scanning technology. Figure 

2-17 illustrates the spacing and data of one site’s data volume of point clouds at 

different scanning resolutions. When the scanning resolution is fine, ultra-high, the 

amount of data from panorama scanning reaches 7.78Gigabytes. This affects not only 

the processing speed of the computer, but also the data processing later period, CAD 

graphics conversion and the efficiency of data extraction. Therefore, reasonable data 

collection and processing, as well as the construction of a historic building 

components database are two important solutions for the problem of  the huge amount 

of data. 

 

Figure 2-18 The spacing and data of one site’s data point cloud at different scanning resolutions 

2.5.1 Reasonable Data Collection and Processing 

Reasonable data collection and processing needs to be done in two stages: First, 

setting a reasonable scanning accuracy and vision angle when in the data collection 

stage. Second, noise elimination and saving the data as *.Ptx or *.Pts format files in 

the data processing stage. The scanning accuracy and vision angle should be set 

according to different mapping objects, as shown in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-19  Scanning accuracy and vision angle in different mapping objects 

Mapping 
objects 

Scanning accuracy 
Scanning vision 
angle 

The distances 
between two 
clouds of 
points within 
100 meters. 

Data size 

Group 
buildings 

Low resolution 
panoramic 
scanning 

20mm 0.98GB 

Single-
building 

Medium resolution 
panoramic 
scanning 

10mm 1.16GB 

Detailed 
components 
(such as 
Dougong, 
beams, 
windows, 
doors.) 

High resolution partial scanning 5mm 
1.99GB of 
panoramic 
scanning. 

Graphic 
patterns 

Ultra-high resolution partial scanning 2mm 
7.78GB of 
panoramic 
scanning. 

 

Noises generally comes from two sources: one is the passing vehicles or 

pedestrians while the 3D laser scanner is in working. Figure 2-18 illustrates the noises 

caused by the passing vehicles and pedestrians; another is some invalid point clouds, 

for example, some modern buildings appear that are adjacent to the historic buildings, 

or there are some debris of the historic buildings, etc. The invalid data not only affects 

the accuracy of mapping results, but also takes up storage and system resources, as 

well as affecting the ability of computer processing. Therefore, for the obvious noises, 

just using the "Fence Mode" marquee method is sufficient, while for complex noises, 

it is necessary to separate the noises area from the point clouds, then combine with the 

"Fence Mode" marquee method to eliminate the noises. Figure 2-19 illustrates the 

point clouds after noise elimination. 
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Figure 2-20 Noise caused by the passing vehicles or pedestrians 

 

Figure 2-21 The point clouds after noise elimination 

Beyond that, the data saved for later use is very important since the data can be 

extracted for later use after finishing the noise elimination, so it is necessary to export 

the point clouds as *.Ptx or *.Pts format files. In this project, the scanning area of 

Shang Shu Di was about 900m2, there were 16 measuring sites and 8 measurement 

targets set, the scanning accuracy was medium resolution, and the actual data volume 

generated was 18.6GB. After eliminated noises and saved the data as *.Ptx format 

files, there was only 8.72GB of data volume (*.Pts format files with the same data 

volume). Therefore, it greatly reduced the size of the point clouds and saved 53.12% 

of storage space. 
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2.5.2 Construction of Historic Building Components Database 

The point clouds collected by a 3D laser scanner has the feature of 

"measurement one time, permanent use". So the establishment of a 3D data 

information table would assist the effective management of historic building 

components. Users can call and view building component parameter information and 

eventually establish a historic building components database. 

Currently, noise elimination can only be carried out after splicing in Cyclone 

7.3 software, whereas the data volume is so big after splicing, which has haunted us 

for a long time. Therefore, our research team gained the experience of splicing, noise 

elimination, reducing data volume, and the generation of CAD graphics using 

AutoCAD software, and presented a specific solution which is “packet processing, 

integrated splice” (Zhang et al., 2014). For multiple stations, it is necessary to group, 

firstly, one group composed of several stations, and then each group spliced and with 

noise eliminated, then put the point clouds model into AutoCAD to slice and describe 

the CAD drawing. Finally, a 3D data information table of historic building 

components is established through the insert or external redeployment feature of 

AutoCAD. Table 2-3 illustrates the 3D data information table of the pillars from 

Shang Shu Di. 

Table 2-22. 3D data information table of pillars. 

ID Code Type 
Diameter of 
pillar bottom

Diameter of 
pillar top 

Height of 
pillar diameter 

width of pillar 
diameter 

PFX1Y1Z1 PF Round 471mm 406mm No No 
PFX2Y2Z2 PF Square No No 303mm 301mm 
PFX3Y3Z3 PF Round 477mm 398mm No No 

 

According to the actual needs, there are many properties involved in the 

database, including not only the property of spatial data, such as floor area, material, 

location, size and social history, etc., but also attribute information, such as literature 

information, historical and cultural information. Table 2-4 illustrates the database 

structure for a single building. Finally, a building components database with perfect 

classification and easy extraction would be established through data processing 

indoors, which can achieve the multidimensional use of the mapped data. 
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Table 2-23. The database structure for a single building. 

Character Type Length Name 
Leb Float 80 Length of building 
Wib Float 80 Width of building 
Hed Float 80 Height of door 
Wid Float 80 Width of door 
Lay Int 5 Layers 
Buit Datatime  Build time 
Ima Image  Image information 
Rem Text 20 Remarks 

2.6 Conclusions in this Chapter 

Historic buildings have embedded potential for sustainability. They often use 

comparatively low energy and durable materials, and historic neighborhoods are often 

characterized by density, short distances and mixed use, which make them a relatively 

efficient model of sustainable development. Furthermore, demolishing or replacing 

these buildings would require a major reinvestment of energy and resources. 

Therefore, the retention, rehabilitation and reuse of historic buildings can play a 

pivotal role in the sustainable development of the city.  

Historic building mapping and modeling are the basic work for reconstruction 

and VR presentation in the field of historical and cultural heritage protection. 

Meanwhile, it not only provides important basic data for the research of architectural 

history and theory and architectural history teaching, but also provides a reference for 

succeeding and developing traditional building culture and exploring modern 

architectural creation (Wang, 2006). The traditional data collection method is simple 

and intuitive; however, it is a time-consuming, labor-consuming, and painstaking job; 

and there are measurement omissions, mistakes and other issues. The results cannot 

accurately depict specific components, especially in shaped and complex components 

and their detailed spatial characteristics. 3D laser scanning technology can be used to 

efficiently create accurate CAD drawings and 3D models that overcome the above 

disadvantages, and the 3D space images can also be used in VR applications.  

In the actual application process, 3D laser scanning technology still has existed 

issues that need further exploration and solutions: to begin with, a terrestrial scanner 

can hardly scan a building completely, as there are always occluded areas which 

cannot be reached by the laser beams. Hand-held scanner and airborne scanner need 

to be considered with terrestrial scanner to scan a building more comprehensive in the 

actual application. Moreover, time-consuming and labor-consuming are required to 
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3D modeling through fitting patches on the physical object’s surface using the point 

clouds. Software technology capable of automatic fitting and generation 3D model 

needs further development and improvement. 

In addition, 3D laser scanning is becoming a standard technology for the 3D 

modeling of complex scenes. Laser scans contain detailed geometric information, but 

still require interpretation of the data for making it useable for mapping purposes. 

With the development of integrated software development technology, 3D laser 

scanning technology and building information modelling (BIM) technologies will 

offer new possibilities for capturing, mapping, modeling and the analysis of building 

information in the future. 
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Chapter 3  : Virtual Reality Integrated 

Automatic Presentation Script for 

Improving Urban Design Concepts 

Understanding 

This Chapter aims to use virtual reality (VR) integrated automatic presentation 

script (APS) technology to improving users’ urban design concepts understanding in 

Tatsumi region of Tokyo Bay Zone, Japan (It is a virtual design contest project in 

order to adding new city facilities and adjusting land use, to meet the need of 2020 

Olympic Games in Tatsumi region). We built a virtual environment and set simulation 

scenarios to proposing urban design concepts, then created APS for auxiliary guiding 

users to understand the concepts of urban design. We examined how APS affect 

participants’ cognition and evaluation of Sustainable Taches and Reactivate Space 

(STARS), and eventually improving their understanding through validation experi-

ment and using quantitative and qualitative methods. 

3.1 Introduction 

Urban planning and design is a very complex process consisting of tasks that re-

quire joint decision making. In such tasks, the communication through different kind 

of communication medias to present and convey design concepts is of critical im-

portance (Isikdag, U., & Zlatanova, S., 2010). Although there are a variety of 

communication medias can be used today (e.g. 2D plans, sketches, CAD, GIS, videos, 

VR), presentation of meaningful visual information can be neglected to the detriment 

of the communication process (Kaplan R. et al., 2008).  

What concepts users can get from these different communication media? And 

what is successfully conveyed by each type of media? It is commonly acknowledged 

that users often have trouble understanding traditional 2D plans, which can lead to 

discontentment with the end result (Joseph R. and Perera U., 2013). Sketches are 

often favored by designers as a communication media to present initial design con-
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cepts in a more fluid style for communication. However, comparatively little is known 

about the pact on users of designers’ design concepts (Bates-Brkljac N. et al., 2009). 

Besides, some visualization tools such as CAD and GIS allow planning designs to be 

published as ‘‘true” electronic maps, searchable drawings and other auxiliary docu-

ment materials. However, only users who with professional skills can operate these 

document materials; and technical training are usually a prerequisite to interpret those 

(Wu et al., 2010). 

Heft H. and Nasar J. L. (2000) found that reactions to static displays do not paral-

lel those of dynamic displays. They found that preference ratings (how much a person 

liked a scene) were significantly lower for dynamic compared to static conditions. It 

can therefore be argued that dynamic presentations of a future environment are likely 

to evoke cognitions and reactions closer to those that would be found in the real world, 

than those that would be evoked by static images or document materials. Thus, 

planners and designers try to use video as a communication media to convey design 

concepts to the users. However, viewed and fixed route of video, which restricts 

cognition of the environment and thus to an extent predetermines feedback. As in 

serial vision, the field of vision is too narrow to truly represent and capture what 

human eyes can see (Carmona M. et al., 2003). 

As Steven B. G. stated (2010), a good design begins with a good design concept. 

Designers are trying to solve a problem and their concepts will lead the way and give 

them direction for their design decisions. Therefore, urban design concepts under-

standing play an important role during the process of design alternatives discussion. 

With the increasing of dynamic, interactive and experiential characteristics, virtual 

reality (VR) has become able to simulate real environments with various degrees in 

urban planning and design. VR is a visualization and communication medium that 

makes it possible for all interested parties to have access to a common representation 

and a better understanding of the planned urban environment (Roupé, M. et al., 2014), 

and the use of VR presentations are becoming a more and more frequent means of 

communicating information and displaying data to the public at large (Larsson P. et 

al., 2001). However, it is difficult to convey urban design concepts to users simply by 

using VR presentations. Many methods of presenting virtual environments can be 

prohibitively expensive or require specialist equipment and programming (Conniff A. 

et al., 2010), as well as the integration of additional objects representing vegetation 

and street regions (Haala N. et al., 2005). Even participants can freely navigation in 
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the virtual environment; it is difficult for them to clearly understand the designer’s 

intentions without any auxiliary guidance (Zhang, et al., 2015). Thus, there is a need 

for techniques to assist in systematic understand the designer's intentions, and guide 

participants purposefully walkthrough in the virtual environment to further understand 

design concepts. Moreover, due to their interactivity and to the sense of presence they 

afford, the growth of VR technologies has introduced new interesting ways to study 

spatial cognition (Morganti, F. et al., 2008), and the cognitive rationale and evaluation 

of the designs proved to be comparable across the two conditions (Skorupka, A., 

2009). 

Automatic presentation script (APS) in this dissertation is defined as presentation 

techniques which can combine different kinds of communication media (including 2D 

plans, multimedia and 3D visualization) to express urban design concepts that users 

can better understand. Thus, from the perspective of designers or planners, they can 

enter the elapsed time (in seconds) at which they want each action (e.g. play video, 

show message, play simulation) to occur in a virtual environment. APS is different 

from the definition of computer science (In computer science, a script is a program). 

With the integration of VR and APS, urban planners or designers can connect view-

point with 3D model, text message, video, navigation and simulation in a virtual 

environment, so that express the design concepts clearly.  

To address this, in this Chapter, we will focus on how to enhance people’s cogni-

tion and evaluation of the design concepts, and eventually improving urban design 

concepts understanding in Tokyo Bay of Japan, through using VR integrated APS 

technology. We built a virtual environment and set simulation scenarios to proposing 

urban design concepts, then created APS for auxiliary guiding users to understand the 

concepts of urban design. We examined how APS affect participants’ cognition and 

evaluation of the design concepts, and eventually improving their design concepts 

understanding. 

The structure of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 2, we will take a sustainable 

planning and design project in Tatsumi region of Tokyo Bay Zone as a case study, 

and present how to build virtual environment and create APS to proposing design 

concepts. In Section3, we will discuss the method and validation experiment. Section 

4 includes the results of questionnaires, and Section 5 includes the results of qualita-

tive interview. Finally, Section 6 contains our conclusions and future work. 
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3.2 Implementation of the STARS in Tatsumi Region of Tokyo Bay 

Zone, Japan 

3.2.1 Case study location 

Tokyo will host the 2020 Olympic Games, and the main Olympics area will be 

divided into the Heritage Zone and the Tokyo Bay Zone. The Tokyo Bay Zone, being 

promoted as “a model for the future urban development of Tokyo,” will host 21 

venues for gymnastics, tennis, rowing, sailing, swimming and more (Kameda M., 

2013). The International Olympic Committee (IOC)’s Executive Board (EB) decision 

sees the venues for triathlon and all the aquatics disciplines, except water polo, which 

will move to the existing Tatsumi International Swimming Centre, will remain in their 

original bid locations, and new athletic stadiums will be built in Tokyo Bay Zone 

(Shikiba/Tatsumi region).  

As stated by Teruyuki Ohno (2014), the sustainability goal is important for the 

2020 Tokyo Olympics for two special reasons. One is that the 2020 Tokyo Olympics 

is intended to demonstrate to the world the recovery from the 2011 Great East Japan 

Earthquake and Tsunami. Another is that 2020 is the year when a new international 

framework for addressing global warming will come into effect. Therefore, in order to 

achieve environmental conservation, sustainable development, to maximize the cost 

performance in both ecological and scenic sense in Tatsumi region. We try to adding 

new city facilities and adjusting land use as a content of sustainable planning and 

design in this project, to meet the need of 2020 Olympic Games in this region, as 

shown in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1. Project location: Tatsumi region in Tokyo Bay Zone of Japan. 
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3.2.2 Implementation of STARS Using VR Integrated APS Technology 

3.2.2.1 Sustainable Taches and Reactivate Space (STARS) 

“Sustainable Taches and Reactivate Space” (STARS) is the design concepts of 

sustainable planning and design project in Tatsumi region of Tokyo Bay Zone. We 

hope to provide easy mobility and comfortable stay for visitors from around the world 

and to live up to the expectation of an advanced environmentally friendly city. Here, 

Sustainable Taches will ensure the serving of the needs in accommodation, entertain-

ment, food/beverage supply and transportation for the visitors during the Olympics, 

which will also be used effectively by the local after the Olympic Games, avoiding 

unnecessary investment and excessive financial burden. Reactivate Space will try to 

promise the development of the harbor region out of the image of a conventional 

industrial waterfront and offers an attractive and valuable city environment, promot-

ing the local tourism development. 

Currently, Tatsumi region is an industrial district with warehouse and factory, 

where employees work during the daytime and leave at night. It results the small 

population of flow rate in the region and will have to face a dramatic increase of the 

flow of visitors during 2020 Olympic Games. Thus, city facilities in dealing with this 

condition are needed by that time, and should continually have effective functions 

after the Olympics. 

Light rail transit, as the primary means of regional transportation, appears not 

high (crowded) in rush hour, and very low in non-rush hours (we have investigated on 

Jul.18th 2014, on Friday). From the experience of 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, 

China, the traffic volume of main subway is 150% higher than normal (JIANG Y. K., 

2008), which is far lower than the capacity rate of traffic volume in Tatsumi region. 

Moreover, in Koto Ward Urban Planning master plan (江東区都市計画マスタープ

ラン, 2011), there is an additional LRT expected in future besides the current two 

high ways of transportation, which will surely further lower the pressure of individual 

railway. 

Therefore, we draw the conclusion that the Shin-Kiba Station itself does not 

need expansion. What needs to increase is the capacity of accommodating visitors in 

this region. If the station were extended, after the Olympics it would gradually return 

to normal state and then it would be bloated, which is a waste of investment. 
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In this project, we avoids intense routes of motor vehicle traffic and choose 

several geographical spots to adjust Tatsumi region, providing accommodation, 

entertainment，comprehensive service center and bicycle road network to achieve the 

specific core goals as following: 

• Disperse the pressure of the traffic volume of visitors, increase the carrying 

capacity of local population by adding functional urban facilities and space. 

• Advocate the eco-environment idea to the world by adding bicycle transpor-

tation network, utilization of solar energy, etc. 

• Promote the charm of harbor metropolis through providing an attractive en-

vironment with complex urban features, and promoting regional smart development 

of tourism economic in Tokyo. 

3.2.2.2 Virtual environment of the STARS 

Virtual environment allows the visualization of design concepts in three di-

mensions and provides interactive functionalities that reinforce the feeling of 

immersion into a computer-generated virtual world (Davis, A., 2015). Moreover, 3D 

models which are used as a preferential means of communication in a virtual envi-

ronment in order to represent the real world (Kim, D., 2004), and VR is reported to 

help the participants to better understand planning and design proposals, since they 

can interact with 3D models under simulated environment (Sampaio, A.Z. et al., 

2010). Thus, we used SketchUp to create 3D models, including building models, 

landscape models, and city facilities models, and imported to UC-win/Road as the 

design element for virtual environment, Figure 3-2 illustrates the virtual environment 

of the STRAS. 
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Figure 3-2. Virtual environment of the STARS 

In the services of the Olympics the 2020 Olympic Games, an Olympic Com-

prehensive Services Center is designed with a variety of functions in an integrated 

architecture (Area A in Figure 3-2). It locates the nearest to several stadiums for the 

convenience of transportation, which provides the main parking area of both motor 

vehicles and bicycles during the Olympics. After the period, the Services Center will 

continually be used as a memorial exhibition museum of 2020 Olympic Games. 

An additional Waterfront Plaza is created by the harbor for the tourists (Area 

B in Figure 3-2), in the company of Daigo Fukuryu Maru Exhibition Hall (第五福竜

丸展示館) and Yumenoshima Tropical Greenhouse Dome (夢の島熱帯植物館), 

simultaneously adding a souvenir shop and fast food restaurant. It provides the 

parking area for bicycles. In this way the tourism spots are combined together and 

strengthen the regional population capacity. 

By the side of two expected stadiums, there is a subsidiary functional con-

struction “Light Steel Structure Space” (Area C in Figure 3-2), which providing 

temporary staying space and services for guests. It is as a transitional spot from the 

two stadiums to open space, which links to two existing car parking lot. The construc-

tion could be built with light section steel structure, which is easy to remove and 

recycle after the Olympic Games. 

In order to avoid traffic chaos, a Comprehensive Entertainment Mall is built 

outside  Yumenoshiman (夢の島), not far from one of the expected stadiums, in the 

side of Tatsumi Seaside Park(辰巳の森海浜公園), meeting the need of entertaining 
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and shopping during Olympics (Area D in Figure 3-2). Both of the mall and the 

stadium share the vehicle parking lot together. The reason of choosing this location is 

that Tatsumi 1-chome is mainly a residential area. The Entertainment Mall in that 

region can be fully used by the local after Olympics, which avoids unnecessary 

investment and excessive financial burden of the architecture. 

During the Olympic Games, We believe using bicycle is the most energy sav-

ing and convenient methods for very region. Therefore, we set up several bicycle rent 

shops and bicycle parking lot, create a new bicycle transportation network separated 

from the main vehicle transport network in Tatsumi region (We have shown more 

detail in the virtual environment). Some of the plants (factories) in Area E (Figure 3-2) 

will be transformed into hostels offering accommodation for visitors, or other service-

oriented facilities including Bicycle Rent Shop. The selected accommodation build-

ings are at the inside of the bay, at a distance from the Shin-Kiba Station, also away 

from the traffic noise of the main motorways. After the Olympics, they could be 

restoring to their original functions. 

When the virtual environment is large, populated by many roads and models, 

it may be required to alter some settings (e.g. display, textures, view distance) to 

improve the performance so as not to affect the interaction between users and the 

virtual environment, as well as the understanding of design concepts. In this project, 

we improved the performance of virtual environment through hiding the roads and 

models which are not affecting the design representation of STARS, and reduce the 

volume of traffic and number of pedestrians. 

Scenario can be treated as the behavior of a disembodied object in virtual en-

vironment (Kearney, J. et al., 1999), it represent a coherent view of a possible future 

state (Grossman and Özlük, 2009). In the STARS, we created characters (including 

driving cars, pedestrians peoples and bicycle riding persons) and network (including 

nodes and pathways) for pedestrians, and set the properties of pedestrians, such as 

maximum population, rate and initial population for the pedestrians in order to clearly 

express the concepts of disperse the pressure of the traffic volume of visitors and 

increase the carrying capacity of urban population. Also we added traffic generator 

then set initial speed and upstream phases for traffic simulations. We tried to construct 

a dynamic description for the STARS through a series of simulation scenarios. 
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3.2.2.3 Automatic Presentation Script of the STARS 

As mentioned in previous section, APS can be used to select the group (such 

as viewpoint, multimedia, navigation, and so on) for which the action designers want 

to occur belongs. In order to clearly express the urban design concepts (STARS), we 

created APS for auxiliary guiding users to understand the concepts of the design; 

Figure 3-3 illustrates the implementation of eco-city planning concept in STARS 

using VR integrated APS.  

 

Figure 3-3. Implementation of eco-city planning concept in STARS Using VR integrated APS 

Since multimedia can be described as different types of information in a mul-

timedia presentation, including sound, video, text message, still image and animation 

(Rahim N., et al., 2013), and based on the findings in the literature, average reading 

speed for English as a second language (ESL) reader is 100 words per minute (WPM) 

(He, M., 2014; Okazaki, H. et al., 2012). Thus, we used text messages, and created 

APS to show message to statement the concepts of STARS. We also used camera to 

designate view points, and controlled micro simulation player to display simulation 
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scenarios to match the text messages, so that the concepts of STARS can be expressed 

clearly. Figure 3-4 illustrates the APS of advocate eco-city planning concept. 

 

Figure 3-4. APS of advocate eco-city planning concept 

Eco-city planning is a key element of urban land use planning in perspective 

and of ongoing debate of environmental urban sustainable development with a spatial 

and practical dimension (Wong, T. C., & Yuen, B., 2011). In this script, we show 

message E1 in the first step, to express the concept of eco-city planning and the 

bicycle rent shop design in STARS as one way to achieve eco-city planning, then 

camera will move to the bicycle rent shop and it surroundings to display its represen-

tation and location in this project. The display time of APS with the word numbers of 

text messages have been controlled to 100 WPM. We also convey the green transpor-

tation of eco-city planning concept by flying along the bicycle transportation network 

and playing simulation. The APS of STARS and its running result are shown Figure 

3-5. 
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Figure 3-5. APS of STARS and its running result 

3.3 Method and Validation 

Quantitative and qualitative method is a mixed method which has come of age. To 

include only quantitative and qualitative methods falls short of the major approaches 

being used today in the social and human sciences (Creswell J. W., 2003). By using 

VR techniques urban designers can direct their qualitative studies toward quantitative 

researches. This can lead to elimination of much of the guesswork in urban design 

projects (Shakibamanesh A., 2014). Therefore, in this research, the virtual environ-

ment will be served as an experimental environment, and quantitative and qualitative 

method will be used to investigate how APS affect participants’ cognition and evalua-

tion of the design concepts. 

3.3.1 Participants 

60 participants of this study were students from Fuzhou University, among them, 

27 were undergraduate students, and 33 were graduate students. Half of the partici-

pants who have the professional background (Architecture accounted for 46.67%, 

Urban Planning accounted for 50.00%, and Landscape Architecture accounted for 

3.33%), and the other half participants without the professional background. 32 of the 

participants were male and 28 were female. The participants were assigned to three 

groups, and each group has 20 participants (10 have professional background and 10 

without professional background). The participants’ age ranged from 18 to 27 years, 

with an average age of 22.77 years. 

As noted by Elmqvist, N. and Tsigas, P. (2006), even participants can freely navi-

gation in a complex and large-scale 3D virtual environment; it is a difficult task to 
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imposing a high cognitive load on them without any guidance. That is to say, only 

free navigation is not a good communication media for participants to clearly under-

stand the designer’s intentions, auxiliary guidance, such as APS, is essential. Thus, to 

validate the significant difference among script video (running result of APS), freely 

navigation, and freely navigation after script video, participants will be divided into 

three groups on average. The first group will run and view the APS; the second group 

will freely navigate in the virtual environment of the STARS, and the third group will 

run and view the APS as the beginning, then freely navigate in the virtual environ-

ment. Figure 3-6 illustrates the flow chart of validation experiment. 

 

Figure 3-6 The flow chart of validation experiment 

3.3.2 Procedure 

To begin with, we introduced the basic operation of the software platform (UC-

win/Road) to the participants so that they can run the APS and freely navigation in a 

training environment by using keyboard and mouse (In order to collect more accuracy 

experimental data, we used a simple virtual environment for training. The training 

environment is different from the virtual environment of the STARS.), the partici-

pants practiced in the training environment until they felt comfortable with the 

operation, typically for 10-15 minutes. 
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Then, three groups of participants were asked to explore the virtual environment, 

evaluate the design concepts and fill out the questionnaire questions. The duration of 

group 1 is controlled in approximately 15 minutes, and for group 2 and group 3, the 

duration of each exploration is controlled in approximately 20-30 minutes to make 

sure that participants can fully experience virtual environment and retain an effective 

memory of the design concepts after the exploration. The questionnaire was devel-

oped to identify the effect of APS as well as the participants’ cognition and evaluation 

of the design concepts (level of satisfaction). It will construct by merging a number of 

standard questionnaires, with questions on a 1-5 Likert scale. The participants had to 

answer questions about the increase of carrying capacity for local population, advo-

cate of eco-environment idea to the world, and the promotion of the charm of harbor 

metropolis, see Figure 3-7(a)-(c). 

 

Figure 3-7 (a) Adding functional urban facilities and space; (b) Adding bicycle transportation network, utilization 

of solar energy and wind power; (c) Providing an attractive environment. 

Finally, participants were asked to describe their understanding of the design al-

ternatives, including design concepts, design goals, design partitions, the functions 

and features of design, and the defects of design, as the qualitative interview after they 
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finished the questionnaire and have a rest. The interview was conducted one on one in 

order to further understand participants’ urban design concepts understanding. During 

the interview, we recorded participants’ answers using a digital voice recorder. Each 

interview took about 20-30 minutes. 

3.4 Results of Questionnaires 

3.4.1 Reliability Analysis 

Reliability, also known as the degree of reliability, is the extent to which an as-

sessment tool produces stable and consistent results. There are four general classes of 

reliability estimates, include inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, parallel-forms 

reliability and internal consistency reliability, each of which estimates reliability in a 

different way. Internal consistency reliability is usually measured with Cronbach's 

alpha, a statistic calculated from the pairwise correlations between items, and ex-

pressed as a number between 0 and 1. Internal consistency describes the extent to 

which all the items in a test measure the same concept or construct and hence it is 

connected to the inter-relatedness of the items within the test. Internal consistency 

should be determined before a test can be employed for research or examination 

purposes to ensure validity (Tavakol, M. et al., 2011). This research mainly uses 

internal consistency reliability estimates. All α values are shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 Cronbach’s alpha values for all scales. 

Domain  Number of items in each Scale  Cronbach α

Cognition of the STARS  9  0.726 

Evaluation of the STARS  7  0.820 

 

 Cronbach’s alpha coefficient values above 0.700 are considered acceptable; val-

ues above 0.800 are preferable (Tan, C.L. et al., 2015). The results show that the 

Cronbach’s alpha values of the cognition and evaluation of the STARS are above 0.70. 

Therefore, it is desirable to use tests with good measures of reliability, so as to ensure 

that the test score reflect a high internal consistency. 

3.4.2 Cognition of the STARS 

To analyze the data of the quantitative responses related to the cognition of 

STARS, we categorized the responses based on professional background and groups. 
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The groups were divided into script video, freely navigation, and freely navigation 

after script video participants, and the professional background was divided into 

participants who with professional background of architecture, urban planning, or 

landscape, and participants who without professional background. Table 3-2 shows 

the means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for the questions related to the cognition 

of the STARS. 

Table 3-2. Descriptive statistics of the cognition of STARS (M±SD). 

Group Professional back-
ground 

M SD 

Script video 
With 3.79 0.35 

Without 3.89 0.34 

Freely navigation 
With 3.37 0.44 

Without 3.59 0.21 
Freely navigation 
after script video 

With 3.96 0.41 
Without 4.26 0.47 

 

The results indicate that the cognitive evaluation of freely navigation after script 

video was the highest, followed by the script video; freely navigation was the lowest 

group; meanwhile, participants who without professional background cognized the 

STARS as easier (with higher means) than those participants who with professional 

background. 

Table 3-3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the cognition of STARS. 

Variable SS df MS F P 

Groups 3.960 2 1.980 14.087 0.000 

Professional background 0.629 1 0.629 4.474 0.039 

 

As shown in Table 3-3, there was very significant differences among the three 

groups [F(2，56)= 14.087, P <0.001], and there was significant differences between 

participants who with professional background and participants who without profes-

sional background [F(1，56)= 4.474, P <0.05]. 
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Table 3-4.  Multiple comparisons for the cognition of STARS. 

(I) Group (J) Group 
Mean 

Difference 
(I-J) 

SD P 

Script video 
Freely navigation 0.36 0.12 0.004 
Freely navigation after 
script video 

-0.27 0.12 0.028 

Freely navigation 
Script video -0.36 0.12 0.004 
Freely navigation after 
script video 

-0.63* 0.12 0.000 

Freely navigation 
after script video 

Script video 0.27 0.12 0.028 
Freely navigation 0.63* 0.12 0.000 

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 

 

Thus, the follow-up analysis is conducted by multiple comparisons test. Table 4 

shows the test results of multiple comparisons for the cognition of STARS. The 

results indicates that the significant differences of freely navigation after script video 

group was higher than script video group and freely navigation group, as well as the 

script video group was higher than the freely navigation group. 

3.4.3 Evaluation of the STARS 

To examine the effect of groups and professional background in the evaluation of 

design concepts, we analyzed the data of the quantitative responses related to the 

evaluation of design concepts through descriptive statistics and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA).  Table 3-5 shows the descriptive statistics of the evaluation of the STARS. 

The results indicate that the design concepts evaluation of freely navigation after 

script video was the highest, followed by the script video; freely navigation was the 

lowest group. The evaluation of participants who with professional background in 

script video group (the first group) and freely navigation group (the second group) 

was higher (with higher means) than the participants who without professional 

background; and the evaluation of participants who without professional background 

in freely navigation after script video group (the third group) was higher (with higher 

means) than the participants who with professional background. 
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Table 3-5. Descriptive statistics of the evaluation of the STARS (M±SD). 

Group Professional background M SD 

Script video 
With 4.17 0.38 

Without 4.03 0.40 

Freely navigation 
With 3.77 0.29 

Without 3.54 0.24 

Freely navigation after 
script video 

With 4.24 0.49 

Without 4.60 0.37 

 

Table 3-6 shows the results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the evaluation 

of design concepts. The results indicate that there was very significant differences 

among the three groups [F(2，56)= 19.619, P <0.001]. However, there was no signifi-

cant differences between participants who with professional background and without 

professional background [F(1，56)= 0.002,P >0.05]. This means that the three kinds of 

communication media effect on the design concepts understanding of the STARS 

obviously. 

Table 3-6. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the evaluation of the STARS. 

Variable SS df MS F P 

Groups 5.890 2 2.945 19.619 0.000 

Professional background 0.000 1 0.000 0.002 0.962 

 

To further obtain the detailed information among the three groups, the follow-up 

analysis is conducted by multiple comparisons test. Table 3-7 shows the results of 

multiple comparisons for the evaluation of design concepts. The results indicates that 

the significant differences of freely navigation after script video group was higher 

than script video group and freely navigation group, as well as the script video group 

was higher than the freely navigation group. 
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Table 3-7. Multiple comparisons for the evaluation of the STARS. 

(I) Group (J) Group 
Mean 

Difference 
(I-J) 

SD P 

Script video 
Freely navigation 0.443 0.123 0.001 

Freely navigation 
after script video 

-0.321 0.123 0.011 

Freely navigation 
Script video -0.443 0.123 0.001 

Freely navigation 
after script video 

-0.764* 0.123 0.000 

Freely navigation 
after script video 

Script video 0.321 0.123 0.011 

Freely navigation 0.764* 0.123 0.000 

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 

 

3.5 Results of Qualitative Interview 

As stated by Turner (2010), interviews provide in-depth information pertaining to 

participants’ experiences and viewpoints of a particular topic. In order to further 

understand participants’ design concepts understanding, and validated whether VR 

integrated APS can improve participants’ urban design concepts understanding, it is 

important to transform qualitative data into meaningful quantitative results (Srnka & 

Koeszegi, 2007). 

Thus, to begin with, we analyzed and selected participants’ answers from their 

records of design alternatives descriptions. Then, we summarized different indicators 

and calculated word frequencies per individual participant for each indicator. Fur-

thermore, we counted the total frequency of each group in the case of participants 

who with professional background and without professional background. Finally, we 

used chi-square test to determine whether there is a significant difference between the 

expected frequencies and the observed frequencies in the indicator categories. The 

results are shown in Table 3-8.  
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Table 3-8. Frequency table of each group in different indicators from the design alternatives descriptions. 

Group Script video 
Freely naviga‐

tion 

Freely naviga‐

tion after script 

video χ2 P 

Professional  back‐

ground 
With Without With Without With Without 

Design concepts 35 44 31 17 60 40 6.433* 0.040

Design goals 30 25 26 14 31 17 1.488 0.475

Design partitions 47 43 40 20 54 36 3.192 0.203

Functions  and  features 

of design 
65 72 66 59 67 68 0.755 0.686

Defects of design 10 5 12 5 13 8 0.320 0.852

* Significant at the 0.05. 

 

The results indicate that participants evaluated the most indicators related to the 

functions and features of design alternatives. They repeatedly talked about the prob-

lems and advantages regarding reasonable design, clear goals, express clearly, eco- 

energy saving and sustainable development. As shown in Table 8, there was signifi-

cant differences among the three groups in the understanding and evaluation of design 

concepts（χ2=6.433，p=0.040<0.05） . Nevertheless, there was no significant 

differences in the evaluation of design goals (χ2=1.488，p=0.475>0.05), design 

partitions ( χ 2=3.192 ， p=0.203>0.05), functions and features of design ( χ

2=0.755，p=0.686>0.05), and defects of design (χ2=0.320，p=0.852>0.05). 

The boxplot of total frequencies of design concept expressions among three 

groups is shown in Figure 3-8. It is clear that these participants who with professional 

background in freely navigation after script video group refer to design concepts have 

most frequency, while these participants who without professional background in 

freely navigation group has least frequency. 
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Figure 3-8 Boxplot of total frequencies of design concept expressions among the three groups 

To sum up, the frequencies of design concept expressions in script video (the first 

group) and freely navigation after script video (the third group) is higher than freely 

navigation group (the second group). To a certain extent indicated that the script video 

affects participants’ cognition and evaluation of the design concepts, and VR integrat-

ed APS can improve urban design concepts understanding. 

3.6 Conclusion and Future Work in this Chapter 

In this Chapter, we have presented how APS affect participants’ cognition and 

evaluation of the STARS, and how to improve urban design concepts understanding 

through VR integrated APS technology. This study has focused on VR visualizations 

in the context of urban planning and design, where reasonable communication media 

is valuable in systematic understand the designer's intentions, and guide participants 

to further understand design concepts. 

The results show that participants of freely navigation after script video group 

cognize the STARS and evaluate the STARS are the easiest (with the highest means), 

followed by the script video group; freely navigation was the lowest group; and there 

is very significant differences among the three groups. That is to say, freely naviga-
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tion after script video is the best communication media for planners or designers to 

communicate with their users, and convey the design concepts to them. 

Furthermore, the participants without professional background cognize the 

STARS as easier than those who with professional background, and there is signifi-

cant differences. Nevertheless, participants with professional background in script 

video group (the first group) and freely navigation group (the second group) evaluate 

the STARS as easier than those who without professional background, while the 

participants without professional background in freely navigation after script video 

group (the third group) evaluate the design concepts as easier than those who with 

professional background; and there is no significant differences between participants 

who with professional background and without professional background. This further 

indicates that freely navigation after script video is an ideal communication media for 

planners or designers to convey design concepts to their users regardless of whether 

participants have professional background or not. 

Additionally, the qualitative interview results also indicate that participants with 

professional background in freely navigation after script video group refer to design 

concepts have most frequency, this also means that the script video affect partici-

pants’ cognition and evaluation of the design concepts. 

In conclusion, the use of VR integrated APS technology is helpful to design con-

cepts understanding of the STARS, due to it improves the efficiency of the 

understanding as well as to allow the interactivity with the virtual environment; and 

the application of VR integrated APS for improving urban design concepts under-

standing will brings new perspectives to urban design. However, the use of keyboard 

and mouse to explore the virtual environment in this study has limited the degrees-of-

freedom of evaluate the design alternatives. Moreover, due to the complexity of 3D 

models, the use of SketchUP to create 3D models and export to “*.3d” format has 

yielded massive amounts of data. This affects not only the processing speed of the 

computer when importing to UC-win/Road, but also the execution of APS and the 

fluency of freely navigation during participants’ cognition and evaluation process. 

Therefore, the future work will focus on the application of more degrees-of-freedom 

interface device (such as head/eye-tracking device) to enhance participants’ interac-

tion with virtual environment, as well as the solution of massive amounts of data in 

3D modeling. 
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Chapter 4  : Cloud-based Virtual Reality 

Integrated Automatic Presentation Script 

for Understanding Urban Design 

Concepts in Consensus Process 

In this Chapter, we contribute an application of cloud-based virtual reality (Cloud-

based VR) integrated automatic presentation script (APS) for providing a broader 

participation way for users to understand urban design concepts in consensus process. 

We will take One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park in China as a case study, and 

build a Cloud-based VR platform to proposing design concepts, and create APS for 

auxiliary guiding users to understand the concepts of urban design and deliberate 

design alternatives in a design report meeting through the Internet.  

4.1 Introduction 

In the process of urban planning and design, a consensus process among a variety 

of users is required (Innes, J.E., 1996). A consensus can therefore be achieved through 

social and technical constructions which enable unfettered dialogue for understanding, 

discussing and deliberating (Burgess, H. and Brad, S., 2003; Poplin, A., 2013). Thus, 

the understanding of urban design concepts is the most important for achieving 

consensus.  Traditional method of understanding, discussing and deliberating involves 

the use of committee meetings and application of visualization tools to present design 

alternatives and convey design concepts. An integration of geographic information 

systems (GISs) with public participatory tools represents one of the latest innovations 

in this area (Carver, S. et al., 2001; Brown, G. et al., 2011). However, these technolo-

gies and other map-based applications were frequently criticized as being too complex 

for the majority of potential users; they often experience difficulty understanding the 

design concepts (Steinmann, R. et al., 2005). Moreover, different visualization tools 

were used in different phases of the planning process, and the users need to gather in 

the same place and at a fixed scheduled time in different phases. 
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New forms of collaboration and technical solutions emerged during the Web 2.0 

era (Poplin, A., 2012). For example, Google Maps, Google Earth and City Engine can 

be used by lay users and non-experts without intense training (Jiang, B., 2015; Singh, 

S. P. et al., 2014). As stated by Wu (2010), the Internet is undoubtedly the best way of 

sharing and exchanging urban planning information. 

Shen and Kawakami (2010) developed an online visualization tool to attain con-

sensus on townscape design within local planning committees. In this system, 

participants can select design elements to visualize different alternatives in real time, 

and experience dynamic scenes of generated virtual townscapes in the VRML world. 

In their case study, this visualization tool were successful in sharing a common image, 

and participants were motivated to become involved in deliberation on various aspects 

of planning and design during committee meetings, and participants can explore from 

the Internet without spatial and temporal limitations. 

Moreover, Gordon, E. et al (2011) proposed that new digital immersive technolo-

gies may help users to understand design concepts in consensus process and move the 

whole project towards “collaborative rationality”. In order to improve the understand-

ing of users with respect to the planning concepts for reaching a consensus, Shen, Z.J., 

Kawakami, M. and Kishimoto, K. (2012) attempted to support planners in presenting 

their planning concepts during virtual meetings using web-based multimedia materials. 

Additionally, Vemuri, K., Poplin, A. and Monachesi, P. (2014) developed a game that 

aims to support design concepts understanding in a complex urban planning situation. 

Their study case was taken from India and focused on a very diverse slum area 

Dharavi. The complexity emerges due to the variety of different stakeholders’ inter-

ests and their specific visions about how this area could be developed and renewed. 

Despite there is a strong hierarchical administrative system in China, it is found 

that the consensus process did not work well, due to a lack of users interaction inter-

face and efficient information exchange during the top-down planning process, and 

the difficulties in specifying detailed planning contents. The findings echo the recent 

experiences in Western countries that emphasize the needs of interaction, negotiation 

and consensus building in the planning process (Luo, X.L. et al., 2008). VR system 

has been used as a tool for understanding design concepts and negotiating design 

alternatives, to gain consensus (Lorentzen, T. et al, 2009), and the Internet provides 

informational services through various devices, it has evolved from an information 

distribution tool into a network for informational interaction (Deng, Z. et al., 2015). 
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So, the combination of VR technology and the Internet will become a feature of the 

next era, and provided a broader way for improving urban design concepts under-

standing in consensus process. However, most online VR platforms have the 

limitations of data compression, hardware performance, network bandwidth and costs 

in currently. Moreover, the Clients need to download the virtual environment and 

avatar models from the Sever, and then held on the local computer (Smith, A. et al., 

1998). Thus, the virtual environment need to be compromised with several spatial 

entities and events , and these entities and events ought to supply a environment in 

which accommodate human activities such as navigation, interaction and communica-

tion. 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, 

servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction (Mell, P. et 

al., 2011). There is no exact definition of Cloud-based VR currently. From a technical 

point of view, Cloud-based VR is a new technical which combine cloud computing 

with VR, and provide synchronous transmission and interactive services for large 

amounts of data, such as video, 3D model data and virtual scene. In consensus process, 

users can employ Cloud-based VR system in a participative process and the Cloud-

based VR technology can serve as a software tool for planning to present design 

concepts, and for users to share designs and communicate with each other to reach 

mutual goals through the Internet (Shen, Z.J. et al., 2014). 

To address this, in this Chapter, we will focus on how to improving urban design 

concepts understanding of One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park in consensus 

process, through using Cloud-based VR integrated APS. We will build a Cloud-based 

VR platform to proposing design alternatives, and create APS for auxiliary guiding 

users to understand the concepts of urban design and deliberate the design alternatives 

through the Internet. 

The structure of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 2, we will discuss the re-

search approach in this study. In Section 3, we will present how to build a Cloud-

based VR platform that allow users access the virtual environment to understanding 

design concepts and deliberating design alternatives through the Internet. In Section 4, 

we will take a Disaster Prevention Park as a case study, and validate the effectiveness 

of Cloud-based VR platform in improving urban design concepts understand in 
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consensus process. Finally, in Section 5, we will complete the research with conclu-

sion and future work. 

4.2 Virtual Environment Design Approach 

Virtual design tools such as 3D modeling and simulation are becoming increas-

ingly sophisticated and integrated. We believe their potential is best realized when 

they feed into an advanced design process that brings to life the interactions between 

designers and between each design element. So, in order to promote the use of Cloud-

based VR technology for improving urban design concepts understanding in consen-

sus process, we present a case study of a Disaster Prevention Park planning and 

design project in southwest of China. Our study did not consider details on the park 

location; we made the detailed planning in function orientation, architectural design 

and infrastructure planning of the park. We created 3D models according to the design 

concepts and design alternatives in a virtual environment. 

In this research, we build a Cloud-based VR platform to proposing design alterna-

tives, and create APS for auxiliary guiding users to understand the concepts of urban 

design in design alternatives report meeting, so that the participants, including the 

users and the designers, can share common virtual environment, discuss and solve 

planning and design problem through the Internet. The designers can easily modify 

the design alternatives in the virtual environment through calling 3D model database 

to insert 3D models, and the users can compare different design alternatives as well as 

clearly understand the design concepts and reach a consensus in design alternatives 

eventually. 

4.2.1 Basic Environment Design 

In virtual environment design, UC-win/Road is a software platform that is used to 

generate and present a visible and interactive 3D environment. The software can be 

used for various applications such as urban planning, traffic simulations, and con-

struction demonstrations. The extensive features and visual options allow the 

formation of detailed virtual demonstrations can be presented and manipulated in real 

time.  

The work of virtual environment design comprises three components. First, we 

will import the terrain data and street map information to create terrain for virtual 

environment so that the design can be carried out in this land. In this step, we will not 
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consider details on the park location, because the users did not get the right to use this 

land from the government, they are negotiating with the government by now. Second, 

we will use SketchUp to create 3D models, and export to “*.3d” format that can easy 

be imported to UC-win/Road as the design element of 3D model database for virtual 

environment design. As a good 3D modelling software, SketchUp successfully unites 

principles of line drawing with 3D for a bare-bones program that lets designers 

produce surprisingly complex 3D artwork. Third, we will import the 3D models, 

including building models, landscape models, infrastructure models, and adjust the 

visual options such as weather and sun position, and set human agents move through 

pre-defined routes, to design the virtual environment. 

4.2.2 Design Concepts expression 

In a sense, the virtual environment will be used as the basic environment to repre-

sent the design alternatives. The virtual environment can be observed through the 

software’s interface which called “VR-Cloud Client” on the desktop PC of each client. 

Free navigation in real-time allows the client users to observe the 3D virtual environ-

ment from any location and angle. Simulation scenarios will be created that help 

client users to understand the different functions of Disaster Prevention Park in 

normal time and in disaster time. APS will be designed to express the design concepts 

and more clearly. For basic simulations, people act as intelligent agents and obey the 

behavioral characteristics, and vehicles also act as the intelligent agents and obey 

traffic rules. When one people or one car is controlled by the mouse or keyboard of 

client computer, client users can walk or drive freely through a road network or 

scenario, and a responsive virtual environment enhances the user’s sense of presence.  

The hearts of consensus are understandings, discussing and deliberating (Susskind, 

L. et al., 1999). Thus, we will configure the Cloud Server that users can explore, 

understand and evaluate the design concepts via the mouse and keyboard operation, 

discuss and solve some planning and design problems through the Internet, and 

achieve consensus on design alternatives. 

4.3 Cloud-based Virtual Reality Platform 

Cloud-based VR is based on UC-win/Road (VR-Cloud Edition) and is used to 

share 3D virtual content over the network, whether on an office LAN or on the 

Internet. Clients who access the content are able to navigate through the virtual 
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environment using basic UC-win/Road navigation modes (free, travel, driving and so 

on). The global parameters of the virtual environment such as the time of the day and 

the weather can also be configured by the clients. Cloud-based VR also provides 

cloud-based collaboration features. Users can create graphical annotations at any 

location in the virtual environment to provide better understanding of the modelled 

environment. Clients can also discuss using 3D forums. They can create new discus-

sions or reply to discussion of other users. 

4.3.1 The Framework of Cloud-based Virtual Reality 

The framework of Cloud-based VR Platform is shown in Figure 4-1. This plat-

form has a central “Server” which contains the data for the virtual environment, a 

range of avatar models and also acts as the communications hub for understanding 

and online discussion. The individual participants have a “Client” on their local 

computer which provides the tools to view and move through the virtual environment 

and to also discuss or communicate via a dialogue box in which one would type 

comments visible to other users. “Client” software can be downloading from the 

website by free, and connects with the “Server” through the Internet. 

 

Figure 4-1. The framework of Cloud-based VR Platform. 

In this framework, anything as a Server (a3S) is multimedia cloud technology that 

allows high quality video and audio to be supported and streamed between the server 

and client application, as well as the high-speed transmission of large-capacity data 
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(Ito, Y. et al., 2013). a3S can connect the core parts controlling TCP protocols, the 

server and each client. It also controls commands, and manages the synchronization 

and authorization system. 

4.3.2 The Working Process of Cloud Server 

The working process of Cloud Server is shown in Figure 4-2, there are six steps 

in this process, including load terrain data and street map, create (or modify) and 

import 3D models for the design alternatives, create a virtual environment (VE), 

create simulation scenarios and APS, explore or evaluate the design and configure the 

Cloud Server. 

 

Figure 4-2. The working process of Cloud Server. 

According to the requirements of design program, One Foundation (namely the 

owner) wanted to construct a disaster prevention part inside the Bei San Huan Road in 

Chengdu city of Sichuan Province. Furthermore, some scholars have pointed out the 

problem of the disaster prevention park system in Chengdu city after the occurrence 

of the 5.12 Wenchuan earthquake, and analyzed the actual situation of Chengdu city 

with the urban population density distribution, transport distribution and disaster 

prevention park, probed into the planning and design of the city’s disaster prevention 

park, they believed that the new disaster prevention park can be considered inside the 
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Bei San Huan Road (Tian Y. et al., 2010). Therefore, we load the terrain data of 

southwest of China and import the street map of the inside of Bei San Huan Road in 

Chengdu city, as shown in Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3. Load terrain data and street map. 

In order to create a virtual environment, the basic work is to creating 3D models 

for the design alternatives. Currently, there are many kinds of modelling software, 

such as 3DS Max, SketchUp, Maya, which are often used in urban planning and 

design. Due to the easy operating and compatibility of SketchUp, we used SketchUp 

Pro 2015 to create different kinds of 3D models and import to UC-win/Road (VR-

Cloud Edition) as the 3D model database for creating the virtual environment. We 

created building models, landscape models, and infrastructure models, such as tents, 

communications facilities, water tank, photovoltaic module, which are necessary in 

the disaster times. Figure 4-4 shows one of landscape model which was created by 

SketchUp Pro 2015 in the disaster prevention park of One Foundation, and Figure 4-5 

shows the virtual environment of design alternatives after imported the 3D models. 

 

Figure 4-4. 3D modelling in SketchUp Pro 2015. 
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Figure 4-5. The virtual environment of design alternatives. 

Simulation scenarios will provide a dynamic virtual environment for online dis-

cussion so that users can better understand the design alternatives. In this paper, we 

try to set the human behaviors connected with the function of Disaster Prevention 

Park, in normal times and in disaster times, through setting scripts. Figure 4-6 shows 

the simulation scenario of playground in normal times. 

 

Figure 4-6. Simulation scenario of playground in normal times. 

4.4 Case Study: Planning and Design of One Foundation Disaster 

Prevention Park 

As an important part of sustainable urban development, disaster prevention and 

mitigation is a significant guarantee to achieve sustainable economic and social 

development. One Foundation is a representative of NGO (Non-Governmental 
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Organization), which plays an important role in disaster prevention and mitigation in 

China. However, due to the lake of an independent command system, as well as a 

clear disaster management system in disaster times, resulting in some problems, such 

as confusion of personnel management and low efficiency of relief supplies distribu-

tion, when the NGO responses to natural disasters. Moreover, there are no permanent 

establishments for disaster management; it is difficult for the NGO to carry out 

disaster prevention education and volunteer training work in normal times, as the 

"supplementary" of government. Therefore, One Foundation (namely the users) 

wanted to build a disaster prevention park which was integrated the functions of 

education and training, earthquake experience, emergency command, evacuation and 

rescue, in Chengdu city of China. 

4.4.1 Functional Orientation of Disaster Prevention Park 

One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park covers an area of 160 acres, its func-

tional orientation drawing on the experience of International, especially the 

construction experience of Disaster Prevention Park in Japan. The functional orienta-

tion of Disaster Prevention Park is divided into normal times’ function and disaster 

times’ function. In normal times, the park has two main functions: social culture 

function and environmental protection; and social culture function including rest and 

recreation, spiritual civilization and disaster prevention education, such as outdoor 

recreation, sports, dissemination of scientific knowledge, disaster prevention training 

and so on; environmental protection mainly embodied in maintaining ecological 

balance and beautify the urban landscapes, such as erosion control, fresh air, relieve 

heat island effect and so on. In disaster times, due to a large area of public open space, 

the park can be used as emergency shelter and fire greenbelt, as well as emergency 

command center, rescue helicopter landing sites, relief supplies distributing center, 

emergency medical service location and the residence of relief workers. The function-

al orientation and supporting facilities of One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park 

were shown in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1. The functional orientation and supporting facilities of Disaster Prevention Park. 

Time Main function Supporting facilities 

In
 n

or
m

al
 ti

m
es

 

Rest and recreation 
Playground, leisure square, landscape and make 
green by planting trees, flowers, etc. 
 

Education and training 

Classrooms, relief exhibition hall, disaster 
prevention training center, earthquake experience 
room, reading room, etc. 
 

Daily operations 

The park management office, relief product 
exhibition hall, sales department, catering center, 
accommodation center, etc. 
 

In
 d

is
as

te
r 

tim
es

 

Emergency command 
center 

Information summary room, commander room, 
lounge, office equipment, communications 
equipment, emergency medical service location, 
etc. 
 

Emergency Shelters 

Emergency tent dormitory, emergency water 
supply facilities, emergency toilets and bathing 
facilities, emergency power supply facilities, 
emergency sewage system, etc. 
 

The residence of relief 
workers and relief supplies 
distributing center 

Relief supplies reserve and distribution center, 
parking, rescue helicopter landing sites, 
accommodation center, etc. 

 

4.4.2 Design Concepts Understanding and Design Alternatives Evaluating in 

Consensus Process 

In order to validate the effectiveness of Cloud-based VR platform in improving 

urban design concepts understanding in consensus, we have applied this platform to 

express the design alternatives and design concepts in design alternatives report 

meeting, and tried to convey our design concepts to the users (One Foundation) and 

other people who was interested in this project. We discussed and modified the design 

alternatives in a virtual environment based on Cloud-based VR platform, and eventu-

ally reached a consensus on the design alternatives. Figure 4-7 showed the working 

process for reaching a consensus in design report meeting. 
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Figure 4-7. The working process for reaching a consensus building in design report meeting. 

The users can enter the virtual environment through VR-Cloud Client which is 

client software that can be downloaded from the website by free, and connects with 

the Cloud Server through the Internet. Users can input the server’s IP address to 

connect with the Cloud Server, and then enter the virtual environment, as is shown in 

Figure 4-8. 

 
Figure 4-8. Enter the virtual environment. 

In the design alternatives report meeting, we discussed the Disaster Prevention 

Park from functional orientation to overall layout, to infrastructure planning with the 

users. In this Chapter, we focused on the architectural design of Disaster Management 

Center and the infrastructure planning of the park since the two parts are the core 

content of the construction of Disaster Prevention Park, and the following section will 

focus on these two aspects to conduct discussion. 

4.4.2.1 Architectural Design of Disaster Management Center 

Based on the functional orientation of One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park, 

and combined with the construction experience of Disaster Prevention Park in Japan, 

the Disaster Management Center responsible for disaster prevention education, 

training and daily operations in normal times, and in disaster times, its main function 
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are emergency shelter and fire greenbelt, as well as emergency command center, 

rescue helicopter landing sites, relief supplies distributing center, emergency medical 

service location and the residence of relief workers and so on. According to the 

“Design Code of Office Building” (JGJ67-2006), the average office space per person 

should be not less than 4m2 (MOC, 2006), and the “Emergency shelter for earthquake 

disasters--site and its facilities” (GB 21734-2008) requires the construction area of 

Disaster Management Center of Disaster Prevention Park should be more than 

2000m2 (SAC, 2008). Therefore, in the first alternatives of Disaster Management 

Center architectural design, we considered the building of Disaster Management 

Center consists of two parts: the main building and the Disaster Experience Hall, and 

with a total construction area of 5000m2. Since the Disaster Experience Hall needs 

MTS shake table to supports seismic experience, and in order to avoid affect the main 

building; it is important to separate the two parts, and one part as a single building; 

the Disaster Experience Hall has two stories, and the main building has three stories. 

The users considered about their actual needs of disaster prevention in southwest 

of China, and discussed the architectural design of Disaster Management Center in 

detail with us, and put forward some suggestions. First of all, taking into account of 

the reserve and distribution of relief supplies, it is best to separate the Relief Supplies 

Reserve and Distribution Center from the main building. What’s more, the height of 

all buildings should not exceed 8 meters or two stories, in order to better achieve the 

purpose of disaster prevention. Last but not least, besides the Disaster Management 

Center, there are Disaster Prevention Schools in the locality, and they have the formal 

educations, so the Disaster Management Center should take full account the function 

of rescue training. 

During the discussion, we modified the first alternatives in the virtual environ-

ment combined with the suggestions of the users, and proposed the second 

alternatives. The functional planning of Disaster Management Center in two alterna-

tives and the 3D effect drawing of Disaster Management Center in two alternatives 

were as shown in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 respectively, and we reached a consen-

sus on the second alternatives eventually. 
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Figure 4-9. Functional planning of Disaster Management Center in two alternatives 

 

 
Figure 4-10. 3D effect drawing of Disaster Management Center in two alternatives 

4.4.2.2 Infrastructures planning of Disaster Prevention Park 

The infrastructures of the Disaster Prevention Park include evacuation road, 

emergency shelter, greenbelt, emergency water supply, emergency power supply, 

emergency communication and so on. We planning and design the infrastructures of 

One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park based on the standard of “Emergency 

shelter for earthquake disasters-site and its facilities” in China (GB 21734-2008), as 

shown in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2. Infrastructures planning of One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park. 

Infrastructures Main functions and require-
ments 

3D presentation in virtual environment 

Evacuation 
Road 

Evacuation road connection 
with all emergency shelters and 
the Disaster Management 
Center, to ensure the roads 
unblocked and keep its 
effective evacuation and relief 
supplies transportation. The 
evacuation roads around the 
emergency shelters should be 
more than 2 ways, and the 
width should be more than 5m.
 

Emergency 
Shelter 

Emergency Shelter is the place 
for people to live temporarily 
when they cannot live in their 
previous residence, and the 
average area per person in 
emergency shelter should be 
more than 2㎡. 
 

 

Greenbelt Greenbelt is used for isolating 
traffic noise, maintaining 
ecological balance and 
beautifies the urban landscapes 
in normal times, while used for 
isolating fire from the 
secondary disaster after 
earthquake. It around the park 
and the width is 25m. 
 

 

Emergency 
Water Supply 

Emergency water supply 
including swimming pool and 
water tank. In disaster times, 
the water stored in swimming 
pool can be used for bathing, 
washing and flushing toilets, 
while the water tank can 
provide drinking water for the 
first period that people can 
survive in three days. 
 

Emergency 
Power Supply 

Emergency power supply 
including solar photovoltaic 
system and minitype dynamo-
tor, that can provide power for 
living, medical treatment and 
communication in disaster 
times. 
 

Emergency 
Communica-
tion 

Emergency communication can 
be used for contact with the 
outside world when wireline, 
cell phones and other 
conventional means of 
communications fail in disaster 
times. 
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In the virtual environment, the users viewed the design alternatives according to 

our design concept, and discussed the infrastructures planning with us enthusiastically. 

In the beginning of this design, considered there are toilets and bathing facilities near 

the swimming pool, where is located in the northwest of the park, and inside the 

Disaster Management Center; we had not increased emergency toilets and bathing 

facilities. The users believed that besides the refugees, there may be the other local 

people who come to use toilets and bathing facilities due to the taps run dry after 

earthquake. So they advised to increase emergency toilets and bathing facilities in 

infrastructure planning, and these facilities will not affect the park in normal times as 

far as possible. 

 
Figure 4-11. Emergency toilets and bathing facilities 

In order not to affect the landscape of park in normal times, we considered using 

septic tank under the ground, then covered lawn and reserved sewage covers on the 

ground. So it is the green lawn in normal times, and it is easy to change as the emer-

gency toilets and bathing facilities when set up mobile house or tent in disaster times. 

Figure 4-11 shows the planning of emergency toilets and bathing facilities in Disaster 

Prevention Park. 

4.5 Conclusion in this Chapter 

VR combine with cloud computing are an advanced information technology, and 

its application to urban planning and design is a challenging topic. The Cloud-based 

VR integrated with APS we proposed in this Chapter can clearly express the design 

alternatives and design concepts, effectively solve the problem of miscommunication 

in the process of design concepts transfer and design alternatives discussion in urban 

planning and design, and eventually reach a consensus on the design concepts and 
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design alternatives, so that promoting the feasibility and real-time of urban design, 

saving discussion time of design project, and improving design efficiency. 

However, there are still some deficiencies exist in Cloud-based VR platform. For 

example, although it can directly edit 3D models in the virtual environment, its 

editing functions are just scaling, rotating and other simple operation; as for complex 

editors such as structural adjustment, material replacement, it need to be edited in 

SketchUp and then import to UC-win/Road. Therefore, the future work will focus on 

improving the functions of 3D model editing in the virtual environment. 
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Chapter 5  : Conclusion 

In this PhD research, we integrated Cloud-based VR and APS to provide a broader 

participation platform to create a common virtual scene for improving users’ urban 

design concepts understanding in consensus process. Through this platform, the users 

can clearly understand the design concepts and engage with the discussion of design 

concepts. This research is useful to improve users’ urban design concepts understand-

ing, and eventually reach a consensus on design concepts and design alternatives. As 

a research for planning support system, we took three new techniques of VR applica-

tion in urban planning and design as our focus, respectively they are: 3D laser 

scanning, APS, and Cloud-based VR. 

It is well known that consensus building is a dynamic and iterative process com-

posed by several rounds where the individuals express, discuss, and modify their 

opinions until to get an agreement. In the consensus reaching process, the Cloud-

based VR platform plays an important role in transferring knowledge and creating a 

basis for debate, while 3D model is a vital part as communication media in this 

platform. The creation of accurate and realistic 3D models that can be used in virtual 

environment still remains a challenging problem in spatial information science field, 

including urban planning and design. 

To achieve this problem, this research using 3D laser scanning technology to col-

lect 3D point clouds of physical objects for historic building mapping and modeling, 

then compared the results with the traditional method in detailed component mapping. 

The results shown that 3D laser scanning technology is an accurate and efficient 

method to obtain 3D data for mapping which can be used to create accurate and 

realistic 3D models, and as a data source for APS. Meanwhile, the collected data can 

also be used in VR presentation, and as an important basic data for the research of 

architectural history and theory. 

Additionally, since the VR serves as a consensus building tool and as a presenta-

tion tool for a design project in currently, how to enhance user’s cognition and 

evaluation of urban design concepts through effective communication media and 

eventually improving their urban design concepts understanding are the problems 

troubling the urban designers for a long time. To address this, we conducted a valida-

tion experiment with 60 participants to examine how different communication media 
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affect participants’ cognition and evaluation of design concepts. The results indicated 

that participants of freely navigation after script video group (namely VR integrated 

APS group) cognize and evaluate the design concepts easier than script video group, 

while script video group cognize and evaluate the design concepts easier than freely 

navigation group; and there is very significant difference among the three groups. 

That is to say, freely navigation after script video is the best communication media for 

planners or designers to convey design concepts and improve their users’ urban 

design concepts understanding. Moreover, an interesting finding was that participants 

without professional background cognize the design concepts as easier than those who 

with professional background, and there is significant difference. This further indicat-

ed that freely navigation after script video is an ideal communication media for 

planners or designers to convey design concepts and improve their users’ urban 

design concepts understanding regardless of whether users have professional back-

ground or not. 

Finally, as cloud computing is becoming the most reliable and efficient way to 

share hardware, software and platform in form of services via Internet, the combina-

tion of cloud computing with virtual reality (Cloud-based VR) will provide an 

advanced means to assist with virtual environment exploration and consensus building. 

Thus, this research took One Foundation Disaster Prevention Park in southwest of 

China as a case study, and tried to demonstrate how to reaching consensus on design 

alternatives discussion remotely. We built a virtual environment and set simulation 

scenarios to proposing design alternatives, then created APS for auxiliary guiding 

users to understand the design concepts. After that, a Cloud-based VR platform was 

built for communicating and deliberating through the Internet. The application results 

demonstrated that the Cloud-based VR platform integrated APS we proposed in this 

research can be served as an information exchange platform for planners or designers 

to clearly express design alternatives and design concepts, as well as to provide an 

interaction environment for users to further explore design alternatives, and eventual-

ly reach a consensus. 

Overall, the three new techniques we focused in this PhD research are useful for 

data collection, mapping and modeling, improving users’ urban design concepts 

understanding, and eventually reaching a consensus in design alternatives. Through 

the Cloud-based VR integrated APS technology, planners or designers can realistical-

ly present and successfully develop good design decisions that help create consensus 
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among the many people involved, not only to aid the professional participants but also 

the layperson, so that promoting the feasibility and real-time of urban design, saving 

discussion time of design project, and improving design efficiency. However, there 

still are a few limitations in this stage: To begin with, the 3D modeling method 

directly through point clouds remains relies on manual operation, thus time-

consuming, labor-consuming and inaccuracy are inevitable. Then, the use of keyboard 

and mouse to explore the virtual environment in this research has limited the degrees-

of-freedom to evaluate the design concepts. Next, the model editing capabilities of 

Cloud-based VR platform are just scaling, rotating and other simple operation; as for 

complex editors such as structural adjustment, material replacement, it need to be 

edited in 3D modeling software in advance, then import to the platform. 

For future work, software technology capable of automatic fitting point clouds and 

generating 3D model needs further development and improvement. Moreover, more 

degrees-of-freedom interface devices (such as head/eye-tracking device) should be 

considered in future applications to enhance participants’ interaction with virtual 

environment. Last but not the least, more comprehensive model editing capabilities of 

Cloud-based VR platform should be developed to conveniently modify or replace 3D 

models of the design alternatives during the discussion process, so that provide an 

advanced and efficient platform for urban planning and design. 
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Appendix: 

A. Design Concepts of the STARS 
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B. Questionnaires and Interviews 
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